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This study examines the dispute resolution in Tanzanian telecommunication industry. Telecom is the backbone of the economy of every country, Convergence nature and the internet has changed completely the way telecom sector operates. 

Changes brought by SAP’s and the move from state monopoly to private ownership of telecommunication industry and free market economy has brought a feeling of ownership and protection of interests. This has increased disputes tremendously. Although the Government has set mechanism for dispute settlement, there are factors that hinder its efficiency.

Effective mechanism of settling disputes is vital to enhance smooth transition to liberalized telecom sector. More effort is required ensure fair playing field to players on one hand and to sensitize and raise awareness among consumers of telecom services and products in the other, so that they can fight for their rights. 

The main argument advanced in the study is the implementation of legal framework and the efficacy of Telecommunication dispute Resolution in Tanzania. An overview of both official and non official dispute settlement, local and international jurisdiction was also made. Finally the research findings are also analyzed and discussed herein.
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                                                    INTRODUCTION
This Chapter presents the general context of the Research.  It covers the Introductory part of the whole study beginning with first, the Background and the Statement of the Problem, followed by Research Objectives, Questions, Significance of the Study, and the Scope of the Research. Lastly it provides for Limitation and Delimitation of the study in the course of conducting this study.

1.1 Background to the Problem
Telecommunication sector in Tanzania has undergone major changes since Independence​[1]​, Tanzania practiced socialism and Self-Reliance Policy where all means of the economy were put under state ownership. Also companies and individuals were not allowed to own the means of economy. Following transition from monopoly to competition Tanzania has experienced remarkable changes in its structure. 

Also the introduction of the Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP’s)​[2]​ to cure the series of economic disaster resulted from economic depressions oil crisis, and debt which led to the collapse of government parastatals, thousands lost jobs and Government lost revenue thus SAP’s was called to rescue the mischief, SAP’s goal was poverty reduction. With liberalized economy free market developed slowly and private ownership of resources was clearly marked. 
 The state could no longer run the economy as private ownership and informal sectors grew very fast. As a result many sectors were privatized and Telecommunication sector was one of them, it should be noted that prior to the transition to market liberalization Tanzania Posts and Telecommunication was one company under the Ministry responsible for all communication sector.  Government was both the sole service provider and operator in one hand. 

 It is the researchers view that although communication sector is the basis for all development nothing could not be achieved at this stage as there was state monopoly in telecommunication sector, issues like interconnection was very minor applicable to international calls only and governed by agreements between respective countries and there was no independent regulator to monitor Telecommunication Industry in Tanzania thus there was no check and balance. 

Only Tanzania Bureau of Standard was there which could not perform even a quarter of its objectives due to lack of resources.  It was very difficult to achieve development in that state. The postal and communication company was then in a very bad condition, thus they could not build infrastructure therefore very few telephones were located mainly in town centers and very few in marked villages.  There was no competition as it was monopolized by the state. In 1990’s following world-wide changes in telecommunication sector and the 1993 the Telecommunication policy provided for the requirement of restructuring of Government parastatals including Telephone and Posts Company. By early 2000 the situation changed the Government sought to adhere to International instruments advocating for the need to privatize economy and Telecommunication services. i.e. to invite private Operators offering telecommunication and Posts services. This adheres to WTO’s Reference paper​[3]​ promoting telecommunications sector liberalization to achieve economic and social development thus telecom services was separated from posts services.

 Similar situation was taken in UK where the first move was to split Posts from Telecommunication and privatize British Telecom​[4]​ and Tanzania Telecommunication Company Limited (TTCL) and Tanzania Posts Company Limited was formed.  For the first time they started providing services as separate entity. The State has now realized that telecommunication as a strategic economic sector which will create remarkable revenue to the state and important infrastructure for business to prosper.  

However, there was no regulator which means the state which was a major shareholder in TTCL an operator was also a regulator on the other hand. Thus by the end of 2002 different telecommunication laws were amended and new ones were enacted all establishing an Independent Regulator and emphasizing the important roles of the Regulator.  The role of the regulator is necessary now that the Government has invited competition so as to perform several roles. The main objective is to create a level playing field for all players in this Industry with many operators hence increase in disputes when operators and consumers protecting their interests. Operator plays an important role as a supervisor, thus Regulator intervention is necessary to provide easy access to justice and redress to customers Telecommunications especially at transition period from Monopoly to Competitive Private ownership.  It is for this perception that regulatory bodies like TCRA, EWURA, SUMATRA, TCAA was formed. 

The regulator plays also an important objective to resolve disputes, address uncompetitive abuse and protect consumer’s interests as well as to attain universal access.  With many service providers there are many disputes arising from different issues like contracts, engineering, interconnection, licensing, and labour just to mention few. This study intends to examine efficacy of the mechanisms of resolving disputes employed in the telecoms sector, reviewing the Powers and procedure for settling disputes.

1.2 Statement of the Problem	
This paper intends to examine the Efficacy of the Regulatory Authorities in Dispute Resolution in Telecommunications industry in Tanzania, The case study of Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA). Prior to Liberalization Tanzania Telecommunication Industry lacked overall policy and poor harmonization of initiatives adopted inapplicable efforts and standards, waste of scarce resources, even the mechanism of settling Telecommunication disputes was vague. Following the establishment of TCRA as a supervisor of players and consumers in Telecommunication Postal and Broadcasting Industry, this is Independent from the Government. Among the roles of TCRA is to resolve telecommunication disputes.  So as to limit abuse of competitive market and create favorable business environment to investors while safeguarding consumers interests. Following the transition from monopoly to competition the Government formed a regulatory authority with a structure that fitted its liberalized economy environment and the restructured telecommunication sector. 

Some disputes are just by product of this transition, having many service providers and variety services invite more disputes. The transition was very fast and there was no enough expertise with telecommunication background.  In this environment the best mechanism of resolving disputes between investors, consumers and incumbents who used to monopolize everything is vital. 

There are several factors that hinder its efficiency these include lack of regulation for dispute resolution mechanisms in place.  The current dispute resolution mechanism is new and much need to be done to make it successful, also the personnel dealing with dispute resolution has no legal background to allow them to appreciate evidence thoroughly. Furthermore, the right of appeal is adhered by forming appeal institution which shall be looked at closely and examined its efficiency and applicability.  The fact that Telecommunication dispute resolution is still in its very early stages of development in Tanzania, this necessitated the researcher to call for re-examination of the law and the mechanism for dispute resolution in Telecommunication sector analyzing the procedures and enforcement of the decision delivered and find out whether they suit the current ICT stage and Tanzanian environment. 

This paper intends to go through the mechanism of telecommunication dispute resolutions and suggests solutions aimed at making the whole process of dispute resolution more successful.  At the end the researcher shall find out how many disputes have been settled, how many are still pending and what are the key issues that need to be given attention.

1.3   Research Questions
This study intends to answer the following Questions:-

1.3.1 General Research Question
What are the current Mechanisms for resolving Telecoms Disputes in Tanzania?
1.3.2 Specific Research Questions
a)	What the types of dispute resolution are available in Tanzania?
b)	What are the procedures for settling telecom disputes in Tanzania?
c)	What is the right forum for telecommunication disputes resolutions in Tanzania? 
d)	What are the major shortcomings hindering efficiency of Dispute Resolution in Telecommunication? 
e)	What are the solutions suggested to improve the sector?


1.4   Research Objectives
The basic objective of this study is to examine the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of the telecommunication sector and Tanzania’s Communication Regulatory Authority in particular in resolving disputes in Telecommunications industry.  The study will examine the law and Institutional and framework governing Telecommunications Dispute Resolution, and the effectiveness and shortfalls of different methods of settling disputes in Tanzania. 

This is important now because in less than a decade telecommunication sector has undergone major changes from state monopoly to private ownership of service providers.  Protection of consumers has led to a number of disputes and each party is trying to protect its interest.  Disputes in telecommunication if left unattended or delayed will have major negative impact in the country’s economy as the sector is the basis for all economic development. 

Thus it is the researcher’s goal that from the findings that telecommunication disputes will be well attended and procedures are adhered to, also the law is not clear as to where exactly the Telecoms disputes will be resolved: 
a)	What is the implication if parties decide to go for ADR?
b)	 How is the right of Appeal being adhered to?

Although Telecommunication sector under private-ownership is at infancy stage the research intends to show how successfully this sector has performed so far and how it has been tackling Telecommunication disputes so as to achieve effective competition and protecting the interests of consumers. Also the shortfall which I will identify as to how efficiency is not fully achieved, will create room for the responsible staff to improve. Finally the Academicians, Scholars and General Public and Institutions such as FCT, TCRA, will utilize the Research findings as reference to develop Telecommunication and appreciate the magnitude of the problem and how to manage it at that level.

1.5 Significance of the Study
Number of factors make this study important and useful, it shall analyze the whole concept of dispute resolution and go through the mechanism of settling Telecommunication disputes and it intends to pinpoint both shortcomings and success of this sector and the findings of this study will avail the stakeholders with solutions on how to improve its efficiency by unnecessary delays, awareness and proposals for useful appeal mechanisms. 

The study also intends to raise awareness and knowledge to readers, telecommunication sector and consumers at large, to make decision and choose necessary forum for mechanisms of dispute resolution. Further the study intends to examine telecommunication laws relating to dispute resolution and expose the faults and underscores areas that requires amendments thus adds value to law making machinery. 

In the upshot the study is expected to be useful to relevant public institution to appreciate the magnitude of the problem and make informed decisions on how to manage disputes institutions like TCRA, FCT, and Service Providers, consumers in the telecommunication industry, the bench, researchers, academicians and lawyers. 

1.6 Scope of the Research
The research is specifically concerned with examination of the efficacy of Dispute Resolution in Telecommunication sector in Tanzania, A case study of Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority. Taking into account the limited number of words instructed, and time limit the Researcher focused on key issues of the problem of Dispute Resolution in Telecommunication sector and go through other methods applied by parties e.g. Mediation and Arbitration as well as Court proceedings and the major concern will be the a mechanism of settling disputes under TCRA.

Although TCRA deals with Broadcasting, Postal and Telecommunication disputes. Appeals from TCRA, unregulated sectors, appeals from regulated Authorities such as Marine Water, Energy, Aviation; they are all filed at the Fair Competition Tribunals.  This study will cover mainly Telecommunication disputes because Telecommunication sector is growing fast and the disputes are increasing with it. For the perfect collection of data and other material. The researcher has chosen TCRA as a center of this study because it is the center where all information concerning Telecommunication Industry is well-documented and geographically the Authority is more convenient for the researcher to collect data as the researcher herself is based in Dar as Salaam.  Data Collection will be done through Interviews, Observations and Library Research. Data will be collected from staff involved in Dispute Resolution and Legal Department and Consumer‘s Affairs Unit.

1.7   Literature Review
Telecommunication dispute resolution is important in developing any economic sector, however, in Tanzania unlike other developed world this concept is still very new and it started gaining momentum only in the recent years.  As a result the researcher had difficulties in finding necessary literature under this category. Although the few written works available were very comprehensive none of these books covers Dispute Resolution in Tanzanian Telecommunications industry.   The researcher will go through these literatures hereunder. 

According to Prasad, R.U.S​[5]​ in his book “Resolving Disputes in Telecommunications” is mostly relevant to this research as he stated clearly that in any fast changing telecommunication environment, dispute resolution has emerged as a key area of policy and regulatory concern, particularly in liberalized markets where telecommunication policy needs to reflect both the public interest and economic objectives. However, the issue of dispute resolution does not receive the attention it deserves when market liberalization is being discussed, and his book is, therefore, particularly relevant to Tanzania as one of the developing countries in the process of sectoral reforms. The author’s trenchant analysis of current and future challenges in the telecom sector emphasizes the need to update telecom laws and revisit policy, regulatory, and dispute settlement framework, and to provide a synergy between them in the interest of telecommunications development. The future of telecommunication hinges on a sound policy and regulatory framework, supported by an efficacious, speedy, and transparent dispute resolution mechanism with synergies created between the two.  

Moreover Professor Ian Lloyd and David Mellor​[6]​ in their book titled “Telecommunication Law”  pinpointed the importance of dispute resolution in any regulatory instrument they state that dispute between undertakings are common feature of Commercial life and there is limited need of third party intervention thus when disputes arise, Market forces lead to these disputes being resolved through Commercial negotiation or arbitration, or alternatively the undertakings decide not to do business with each other.  Regulation is therefore needed to ensure that neither of these outcomes occurs.

According to Mandoun I. Toure the Director of Tellecoms in ITU, in the paper titled “Dispute Resolution Mechanism in Telecom sector” today and tomorrow,​[7]​ presented in India, he observed that disputes in telecommunications sector can give rise to issues under various laws.  They may concern Public International Law which relates to contractual disputes between State, international organizations and even individual or groups of individuals. After liberalization of market-economy, de-regulation, privatization and globalization of trade, and the rapid evolution and convergence of technologies, it has been felt that legislation is lagging behind the very fast developing telecommunications sector. 

This is mainly due to the fast changes in science and technology and market developments taking place in the telecoms and information technology industry. Types of disputes that arise in this field can be briefly summarized; disputes may relate to infrastructure projects; the supply and operation of basic telephone switching equipment, wireless network equipment and so forth; disputes in such cases are more on factual issues needing expert evidence​[8]​.  

According to the World Trade Organization​[9]​, in the event that a member state considers that another member is in breach of its obligations then the first step is to issue request for consultations.  Members are required to respond fast to such request and inter into Consultation in good faith​[10]​  or a party may also request for intervention of the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body through conciliation and mediation​[11]​. There are also interconnections disputes which relate to interconnect agreements, where a service- provider uses the other party’s infrastructures to increase the number of customers it can reach, with some form of payment.
According to the Report Commissioned by ITU and the World Bank​[12]​ Old business models and commercial arrangements are being abandoned or bypassed while new ones emerge.  An era characterized by regional monopolies providing plain old telephone service is colliding with one that has multiple ICT [information and communication technologies] service providers using IP [Internet Protocol], wireless and broadband technologies.” 

The researcher noted that in drafting policies and enacting telecommunication laws and books researchers and stakeholders have not given telecoms dispute resolution the weight it deserved mostly they comment very brief without considering that telecommunication disputes can lead to the collapse of country’s economy and ICT development. Further that no comprehensive work has been written to guide and rescue the dispute resolution sector except for laws enacted under TCRA.  

While internationally, countries resort to Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism such as Mediation, Arbitration and Negotiation as fastest method of settling telecom disputes, in Tanzania still depend on court and regulatory adjudication resolve their disputes. Although the researcher is of the view that ADR cannot be avoided although it is not given the attention it deserves, this is a challenge to the telecommunication sector. The researcher conducted this study so as to sensitize law enforcers, stakeholders and consumers in the telecommunication sector that Alternative Dispute Resolution is the best way to resolve these disputes together with both regulatory and court adjudication finally it is intended to be an eye opener to most of Tanzanian consumers who are victims of free market and Liberalized Telecommunication sector and raise their awareness through forums discussed herein and service providers at large. This study analyses the efficacy of Tanzanian dispute resolution and discuss why it is important that a country should form the personalized dispute resolution procedures to suit their requirements and stage of telecommunication development.

1.8   Limitation of the Study
The whole concept of telecommunication dispute resolution is very new, so as the qualified personnel and material available  in this area, TCRA as the regulator and FCT started hearing appeals in 2007, the telecommunication disputes are very few in Tanzania thus the expatriates in this area are also very few and there is no enough legislations to cover Dispute Resolution in Telecom thus the researcher had very difficult in getting persons to be interviewed who had very little knowledge to offer also there are very limited material in telecommunication disputes resolution available in Tanzania’s Library. 

Major concern was on the bureaucratic nature of most Government institution like courts, and due to the whole concept of privacy before decision is reached it was very difficult for the researcher to interview some of the intended officials especially those with senior positions in some offices. Hence the researcher had to follow for permission to conduct the research for over a month this greatly hindered the researcher’s data collection as a whole. It was very difficult for selected offices to allow the researcher to collect data.  Further the researcher relied on few literature available, legislations and the internet to have more understanding in this area.

1.8.2   Delimitation of the Study
The study was based in Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. To solve the above limitations the researcher collected data from few available experts in Telecommunication dispute resolution as well as from consumers and TCRA staff, court’s decisions also the researcher relied on materials and books on Telecommunication Disputes written out of Tanzania jurisdiction. Further materials from the Internet were also relied, although not much has been written in telecom dispute in Tanzania. 

Finally the researcher relied on few books from other jurisdictions. Further the researcher arranged for appointments and frequent follow-ups to collect the required information. Most of the interviewed officials had very little to offer or with no data or necessary materials to support their argument and lastly since it was very difficult to get hold of some officials I had to appoint other officials for similar interview.

1.9   Hypotheses
This Study assumes that:-
1.	Telecommunication Industry is still developing in Tanzania and the concept
2.	of dispute resolution in telecommunication is at the infancy stage. 
3.	Mechanism of settling disputes faces challenge due to lack of enough expertise in the sector.
4.	The law in respect of the right forum for telecoms disputes is still vague.
5.	Other methods like ADR is not given attention it  deserves.
6.	Public awareness is still a challenge disputes remain unreported.

1.10 Research Methodology
This study relied on two types of data collection, field materials and library research. Thus this Research Report contains both Secondary data which was collected in Library and Primary data collected from the field. The research was conducted in Dar Es Salaam region, to represent the country due to its high usage of Information Technology. 

1.10.1 Library Research 
Library Research involved study of relevant materials from the Open University of Tanzania Library, Faculty of Law Library, High Court and Court of Appeal of Tanzania, Law Firms such as Law Associates Advocates, and the Internet, TCRA Library.  This primary method of data collection enabled me to understand the Literature and Decided matters on the problem or similar matters in Tanzania and from other Jurisdictions.

1.10.2 Field Research
In order to substantiate the theoretical analysis, the researcher conducted field research, where open-ended interviews, conversation, formal and informal meetings to consult persons with some background on telecom dispute resolution. This at first was intended to involve Judges although very few responded. The targeted population was people with telecommunication background and other mixed background and institutions dealing with dispute resolution and Telecommunication which included Tanzania Communication and Regulatory Authority (TCRA) Committee members, and other staff from Consumer Consultative Commission of Tanzania, Fair Competition Tribunal (FCT) and Courts of law. 

Data analysis was mainly qualitative, prior to interviewing the persons the researched had brief meeting with some TCRA, FCT, and judiciary officials, and briefed them what the study is all about and what was needed from them this guided them to prepare necessary documentation for the interview. Face to face interviews with some TCRA Officials were preffered, a number of Legal personnel were interviewed to name few, Mr. Kalungura, Mr. Kayombo and Mr. Ringo from TCRA Consumer department and from Spectrum management, Mr. Shukya Kiroga was duly interviewed, from FCT the Registrar, Mr. Mkasimongwa and Mr. Beda were interviewed. 

Interview method was preferred because it allowed two ways conversation that enabled to acquire direct information from the interviewee in an interactive manner.  
The researcher had opportunity to question further in case response was not satisfactorily. Further unstructured interview was applied to avoid bias, and limited information so as to make the interviewee free to provide more information.  This approach was very useful as it enabled the researcher to probe further and twist the conversations in search of answers in addressing research hypothesis.

1.11.   Research Structure
Chapter One provides for Hypothesis with theoretical framework, starting with an Introduction with Background of the intended Research, Literature Review as well as Objective and significance of the study, finally this Chapter will provide for the Research methodology applied. 

Chapter Two provides for an overview of the concept of Dispute Resolution and why the Government established in TCRA, then  examine whether the objectives has been achieved and factors hindering its efficient and at large will check the public awareness which is the key to its efficiency. 

Chapter Three outlines the Legal Framework establishing the Dispute Resolution mechanism under TCRA, Then examine the Powers and Functions of TCRA, and Appeals to Fair Competition Tribunal.  Also examine the court of Appeal as final avenue to dissatisfied disputants. Lastly this study highlights mechanism of settling dispute at the international level. 























Dispute means a conflict or controversy, it entails a conflict or claims or rights, or demand on one side, met by contrary claims or allegations on the other side.  The dispute is usually the subject of litigation; differences inherent in a dispute can usually be examined objectively, and a third party can take a view on the issues to assess the correctness of one side or the other”​[13]​. 

Dispute Resolution refers to the methods of solving disputes employed by trained neutrals to help parties communicate clearer, negotiate effectively, and develop solutions for conflicts. Neutrals do not take sides or represent the parties, it is the counsels who represent parties and participate in examining witnesses.  It should be noted that neutrals come from different backgrounds like human resources, law and social work ​[14]​ this includes litigation, arbitration mediation conciliation and others​[15]​.   
Dispute resolution processes fall into two major types, Adjudicative processes, such as litigation or arbitration, in which a judge, jury or arbitrator determines the outcome and consensual processes, such as collaborative law, mediation, conciliation, or negotiation, in which the parties attempt to reach agreement. Although it is not necessarily that all disputes end in resolution​[16]​ . Dispute resolution
 offers a private and voluntary option beyond Court​[17]​.
2.2 Telecommunication Dispute Resolution under TCRA 
As discussed in the previous chapter the transition from Monopoly Liberalized market, require Regulatory intervention to ensure successful transition, to introduce competition and markets growth​[18]​.  The welcoming of privatization and Competitive markets has led to De-regulation in the telecommunication sector in Tanzania, the technological revolution continue to change the way the telecommunication sector functions. The Government divested itself of regulatory functions with the establishment of telecom regulatory body​[19]​. 

The regulator is the entity controlling telecommunications activities according to standard rules behavior, the regulator acts as a referee monitoring how parties conduct business in competitive market, The decisions of and the procedures used by regulators  shall be impartial with respect to all market participants ​[20]​ and ensuring fair playground for players and protect consumer’s interest. World Trade Organization Reference paper​[21]​ sets out principles of regulatory framework and provide for the establishment of independent Regulator as key for telecommunication sector development​[22]​.  

In Tanzania TCRA was established by TCRA Act​[23]​ as the independent regulator, TCRA​[24]​ is entrusted with multifarious functions and responsibilities. Regulatory reforms alone were not enough to further the mission of competition and protection of Consumers and investors in telecoms sector. There was also a need to infuse the dispute settlement mechanism with more credibility and transparency in order to manage transition from Monopoly to competition economy through GATS 1998 reference paper​[25]​.

Moreover TCRA introduced the Converged Licensing Framework (CLF)​[26]​.  This was after the end of the exclusivity of the incumbent fixed line operator.   CLF not only ensures regulatory flexibility, addressing market and technology developments, but also ensures efficient utilization of network resources and encourages market entry of small scale operators.  This will help to match with the dynamism of the communications sector cope technology developments in the sector and service neutrality​[27]​.  

It is important that a country should form the personalized regulatory reforms to suit their requirements, like UK’s OFCOM for timely and effectively dispute resolution aimed at creating a level playing field in competitive market. Failure to resolve telecom disputes on time may lead to delay in introducing new players who could bring about new and better services and development of infrastructure, employment creation of  job, most  companies  train their staff and all advantages associated with introduction of telecommunication services and value added services like internet and  M-pesa also advantages of universal service funds. Failure to resolve disputes quickly in timely manner can discourage investment as most of the business transaction depends solely on whether different matters have been resolved and matters like agreements can be executed limit Competition as most investors will have to search for alternate market and investment else-where, this will lead to low quality service but higher pricing due to lack of competition as a result. 

Generally this tendency may delay liberalization and technological growth in particular which are key elements in economic growth that is the basis for social and technical development. The procedures for settling disputes under telecoms are provided by TCRA Act and it is free of charge to encourage consumers to address their problems it also encourages the service-providers to offer better services to the consumers. These procedures are discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

If aggrieved by TCRA Complaint’s Committee decision a party may file appeal to the Fair Competition Tribunal, (FCT) this is a quasi judicial organ established under the Fair Competition Act​[28]​, FCT body consists of a chairman and two members.   The chairman is a serving or retired judge of the high court​[29]​. FCT is an Appellate body and it is objective is to resolve disputes at appeal level arising from unfair business practices. The tribunal does not deal with telecommunication matters only but also decisions from Fair Competition Commission which deals with all unregulated sectors​[30]​, EWURA, SUMATRA, TCRA TCAA and any other such regulatory authorities established by law led to the setting up of the FCT.  Notice of intention to Appeal may be filed to TFC within 14 days and serve the Respondent within 7 days and file the Appeal within 21 days​[31]​ under TCRA the Authority is also empowered to make orders Suo Motto these are called Compliance Orders​[32]​.
 
2.3 Types of Telecommunications Disputes 
2.3.1 Disputes Resulting from Liberalization 
Liberalization, privatization, and free market economy, changed the telecoms sector drastically. There is introduction of more private companies offering Mobile services, this means the incumbent who is used to dominate in the market will now have to share customers with other telephone company, with convergence of services like, internet M-Pesa, one can easily pay bills via a mobile phone, purchasing Music online etc.  This brings fear to incumbent and desire to protect incumbent’s dominant position in telecommunication market due to early termination incumbent’s of exclusive rights.

In 1994, The Tanzania Communications Commission (TCC) granted a license   to TTCL to provide telecom services in Tanzania not monopoly thus TCC may license other telecom service providers, the Government had to end the incumbent’s monopoly rights like agreements so as to allow private investors, sometimes this was done under Court’s assistance. Many service providers mean more disputes and the Government’s regulators task is to resolve such disputes in a mutually agreeable manner​[33]​. A good example of these disputes is the case of Cable and wireless (Dominica) Ltd. Versus  Marpin Telecoms​[34]​ where it was argued the grant of a monopoly over local service constituted violation of constitutionally protected right thus monopoly was said to be invalid​[35]​.  This is important because these rights poses obstacles to privatization of telecommunication industry and liberalization generally​[36]​, a good example is TTCL license granted by Communication Act which states that whenever its interest are in jeopardy TTCL would resort back to Court of Law, currently there are number of disputes pending in Court. Some of these disputes still exist to date and some were settled in out of court settlement ADR.  

Thus regulators faces some difficulties avoid Ambiguity in the licensing regime convergence of services means more disputes e.g. in Tanzania the services like M-pesa, money transfer or vouchers transfer has led to more disputes.  Skilled labour was needed and some of the unqualified and excess employees lost their job due to restructuring of telecommunication sector and most of them resort to Court.

2.3.2 Interconnection Disputes
Interconnection means the physical linking of a carrier’s network equipment or facilities not belonging to that network. It has been used by regulators for facilitating and introducing competition in telecommunications markets, the incumbent is ordered to interconnect so as to allow other players to allow their customers to interconnect. Interconnection disputes mostly revolve around breach of WTO​[37]​ principles in agreements with respect to telecommunications Under these provisions, a supplier providing public telecommunications, transport networks or services, must provide interconnection under non-discriminatory terms and conditions rates and quality not less favorable than that provided for its own like services,​[38]​ in a timely fashion, at cost-oriented rates that are transparent and unbundled. Disputes of such nature are currently solved by an independent Regulatory body like TCRA in Tanzania.

The incumbent, has an economic incentive to make interconnection more difficult and costly in order to maintain its competitive advantage over new market entrants they can charge excessive rates for interconnection,  refuse to build or make available inadequate interconnection capacity and refuse to unbundled network elements or services necessary for efficient interconnection.  Disputes concerning Interconnection are either pricing of the interconnected services or Internet access ​[39]​.

New entrants in telecommunications markets have little to offer in negotiations to remove these barriers to competition. A dominant incumbent operator also can generally exercise significant bargaining power and, therefore, can frustrate the efforts of competitors to secure interconnection on favorable terms.  This inequality in bargaining power has been a key factor in many interconnection disputes​[40]​.  
Also disputes arise due to failure to conclude negotiations on a timely basis; and Disagreement on interconnection charges; disputes over quality of interconnection services, failure to comply with the terms of a negotiated interconnection agreement, Poaching of customers by new entrants through improper customer transfers (“slamming”) and Improper use of competitively sensitive customer information by incumbent operators​[41]​. 

When TTCL was the sole interconnection was just a simple matter governed by agreements between states currently it is   serious matter as different companies need to interconnect so as to allow effective provision of services to their customer consumer. -Disputes must be resolved and prevented as resolving disputes like pricing, operation if not well resolved can be a bar to development of competitive market​[42]​.A good example of an Interconnection matter, is matter between MIC Tanzania Limited and ZANTEL Limited​[43]​. 

According to ITU Strategic anti-competitive behavior by incumbents has retarded or prevented competition in many telecommunications markets around the world. Incumbents can engage in a wide range of   behavior to frustrate effective competition. The resolution of disputes involving the availability and cost of interconnection network has constituted a significant element of any regulator’s workload although interconnection obligations may apply only to former incumbents, the value of what the ITU has described as ‘any to any’ interconnection has been widely recognized. 

2.3.3 Consumers Dispute 
These are disputes between Consumers and Service providers in the telecom sector issues mostly disputed between Consumers and service providers e.g. when TCRA struggle to fight for consumers.  In the beginning of Mobile phones service providers used to charge consumers in dollars instead of shillings - this created unnecessary costs per minute TCRA and Consumer Consultative Boards struggled and at the end they succeeded to ratify the situation, further the companies charged per minute and even if u have spoken per second at least now there is option. 

Most issues complained by consumers include wrong bills, unreliable services damaged or tampered parcels, non-delivery of mails arbitrary disconnection of services poor service delivery untruthful and deceptive advertisements.  The service providers need to adhere to terms of Contracts and Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The Consumers are the most disadvantageous group in the telecommunication sector especially on telephone services while service providers have bargain chance Consumers lack bargaining power to the incumbent operator also awareness and is still very low more need to be done to raise awareness​[44]​. Regulators can deal with Consumer disputes either in proactive or reactive way e.g. setting guidelines for consumer-service provider relations and setting obligation to each party​[45]​. Other serious matters need Government  intervention TCRA values Consumers that is why there is established consumer protection agencies Some of consumer disputes cases are Mpuya  versus  Celtel, and Balbir Sing Ruprai versus MIC Tanzania Limited & Simon Kakoroza​[46]​.

2.3.4 Disputes Arising from Radio Frequency
Radio frequency (RF) is a rate of oscillation in the range of about 3 kHz to 300GHz, which corresponds to the frequency of radio waves, and the alternating currents which carry radio signals.  RF usually refers to electrical rather than mechanical oscillations, wireless communication, as opposed to communication via an electrical connector. Examples include: Radio-frequency identification​[47]​. 

Radio frequency disputes normally arise from interference, license conditions and pricing While at International level RF disputes concern allocation and assignment of rare resources these are dealt with internationally through mechanism available through ITU’s Radio communication Bureau​[48]​. ITU organizes World Radio Communication Conference every two to three years for purposes of review and revise radio regulations. ITU as the major instruments responsible for allocation of radio frequency does not directly take step in dispute resolution unless members vote and decide that it should do so, the reason being ITU aims at creating consensus rather than act as dispute resolution body.
2.3.5 Disputes related to Investment and Inter-trade 
Most of disputes related to investment category rose as a result of interfering interest of players in the telecommunication industry for instance when the Regulatory reforms diminish the value of investors interests especially private sector example licensing of new competitor. In Tanzania the first provider was Mobitel followed by Tri-tel and later Vodacom. When Celtel came, TTCL-the incumbent was a shareholder this was a threat to the previous because they used incumbent’s infrastructure.

While Disputes related to inter-trade are to a large extent guided by WTO’s GATS as the first major multilateral trade agreements that based on provision of telecoms services and committed itself to regulate telecoms market worldwide GATS​[49]​ sets out a number of commitments to signatory countries to establish Independent regulator and prevention of anti-competitive trade practices and the requirement of Interconnection and its dispute resolution to name few. 
Thus GATS has set its dispute resolution procedures in case of a dispute between signatory states through Dispute Settlement Body (DSB)​[50]​. 

2.3.6 Disputes between Regulators and Service Providers
One of regulator’s task is to solve disputes.  In the course of performing their multi-task they sometimes face challenges and be sued or confronted and found themselves as one of the disputants. 
In such situation the suing part will seek for alternative dispute resolution or Court adjudication and avoid regulatory adjudication because the regulator is a party to this category of disputes. In Tanzania the transition from Monopoly to Liberalized economy has increased Telecommunication disputes remarkably,In this case Vodacom Versus Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority​[51]​. Vodacom sued TCRA to suspend the operation of the Interconnection Determination​[52]​.

2.4 Methods of Telecommunication Dispute Adjudication 
Adjudication is the method or process of decision-making by which values embodied in an authoritative text such as the Constitution or statutes, are given concrete meaning and expression​[53]​, it usually involves a neutral third party with the authority to determine a binding resolution through some form of judgment or award​[54]​.  The decision is binding on both parties unless the decision is upturned on an appeal to a higher court. There are several techniques available to resolve disputes in the telecom sector.  This mainly depends on the nature, effect and type of a dispute itself in order to decide which dispute resolution technique is relevant for the sector and spotlights organizations that deal with dispute resolution.
  
2.5 Regulatory Adjudication
These are methods used by the Regulatory Authority authorities, while exercising their legal powers, to make decisions resolving disputes brought before them.  The regulator uses different approaches in settling or resolving telecommunication disputes. In developing countries like England there are well-established methods of settling disputes, some countries with newer regulatory framework have given regulatory authorities power to consider and adjudicate disputes among players in the telecommunications sector.  

Like TCRA in Tanzania the court still plays an important role. TCRA sets procedures, depending on the nature of each dispute TCRA Act​[55]​, usually TCRA members will vote for a decision.  Their procedures are not very strictly like courts although somehow resembles Court proceedings they are more flexible in their procedures.  There is also internal Review Committee shall determine its own procedure reach decision within 30 days and shall not be bound by the rules of evidence​[56]​. 

In Morocco for instance, the regulator has been given broad power over inter-connection dispute resolution. Morocco implemented a sweeping restructuring of its telecommunications Sector In 1997.  After separation of Posts and Telephone enacted in the late 1990s​[57]​, ANRT was given broad responsibility​[58]​.  They record facts through more formal procedures, similar to judicial proceedings, involving submission of written or oral testimony subject to cross-examination. Alternatively and more typically, officials can evaluate the factual, legal, and policy-related issues through successive rounds of written comments or oral presentations. At a very minimum level, agencies often call for the public filing of submissions in written form, with increasing reliance on making this documentation available through the Internet​[59]​.  These procedures takes 60 days until decision is reached one can argue this is too long for matters which are very sensitive like Telecommunication matter​[60]​. 

2.5.1 Judicial Review
Sometimes disputants may resort to Courts of law, Courts may review the decisions of regulatory agencies, through a process known as “judicial review”. This process reduces the likelihood that some critical or new issue will go unaddressed. Exhausting the administrative process may tend to limit the potential issues addressed in judicial review, but it also can extend the overall timetable for decision-making. Governments have carefully demarcated standards for judicial review​[61]​.

2.5.2 Advantages of Regulatory Adjudication
The Researcher can safely argue that when it is effectively and efficiently applied regulatory adjudication can draw upon the legitimacy of the official sector, as well as the benefit of its enforcement mechanisms.  Also well-staffed regulatory agency can access staff resources with different expertise, technical, economic, and legal to provide input into decisions. In case of inadequately they may retain consultants of external expertise to supplement its analytical capabilities​[62]​. Time-frame is reasonably short compared to court thus it saves cost and Adjudication if free thus consumers can easily access. Dispute resolution under regulatory body provides means for a public to take part in decision​[63]​. Finally, the structured and hierarchical nature of the regulatory dispute resolution process can contribute to its legitimacy and accountability​[64]​.

2.5.3 Disadvantages of Regulatory Adjudication
It is time consuming especially in evidence/facts findings investigation and reaching decisions since the methods used therein are still very traditional.  The critical question is how to encourage effective competition with well-focused regulatory intervention. In addition, there may be too few resources, in terms of economic and technical advice or international best-practice information, to produce an optimal outcome. These prescribed policy mandates may limit flexibility.  






2.6 Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is used to refer to all modes of dispute resolution other than the traditional - Court adjudication way of settlement of disputes by way of trials in Courts of law​[66]​.  

In Tanzania this mode of settling disputes was introduced by GN No 422 of 1994 which amended the first schedule to the CPC Act​[67]​.  Under new Order 8A,8B and 8C) ADR is a collective expression involves neutral third party​[68]​. In the case of Guru Engineering Works Limited versus Coast Region Co-operative Union​[69]​  Mediation was successfully and consent settlement order was recorded, the 
Court observed that;  
	“it is contrary to our sense of justice to allow to stand a judgment 			contained through misrepresentation even if it suggests that it was by consent.” 

The amendments​[70]​ provides for the requirement of parties to undergo ADR before full trial,  the Tanzanian regulatory authorities and stakeholders are advised to adopt   these methods because they are cheap and they save time and costs. In Europe​[71]​ national regulatory authorities are required to go through ADR methods in resolve disputes within a certain time period. This does not mean ADR procedures are never contentious. But they do offer parties greater control over the procedures that will apply, and over the choice of adjudicators. Systems for the out-of-court settlement of disputes differ greatly as regards their structure, operation and implementation. 
ADR procedures can be divided into three primary categories: negotiation, mediation and arbitration. However, it is important is to view dispute resolution processes as a continuum. At one end is negotiation, and at the other end is litigation or regulatory adjudication.

2.6.1 Significance of Alternative Dispute Resolution
ADR methods can preserve and enhance business relationships that might otherwise be damaged by the adversarial process. ADR is widely regarded as holding great promise for the low-cost and efficient resolution of consumer disputes, resulting in solutions that benefit all parties. Also ADR is flexible to handle different kinds of disputes, procedures and approaches, and ADR usually makes this possible.

2.6.2 Disadvantages of Alternative Dispute Resolution
The challenge is  the complex question of applicable law, it is difficult to state exactly which law applies in these procedures also which court is competent to handle a case are often remain unanswered ​[72]​. As a result customers may become discouraged to initiate ADR proceedings.

2.7 Mediation and Conciliation 
Mediation is a consensual process that involves a trained neutral third party for discussing problems and facilitating dispute resolution​[73]​ the third neutral party often called mediators, who help people communicate clearly and negotiate effectively.  Mediators do not take sides, give legal advice, make decisions about resolutions or impose solutions. Research shows that mediation frequently results in agreements that are voluntarily followed because people are directly involved​[74]​. In regulatory processes mediators can be private individuals who are not involved in the regulatory process. Mediator’s roles include to solicit the views of the parties in the telecommunication industry e.g. service providers and consumers or regulatory body itself against service providers ​[75]​.  

At an appropriate moment in the mediation process, the mediator may be able to suggest potential solutions or views of the underlying issues to both sides. It is common to impose timelines on the mediation process. In UK Ofcom provides four months for the parties to try and resolve disputes under ADR then the matter is referred back to Ofcom​[76]​ under TCRA there is no specific time set.

Conciliation, like mediation although there is a third person who help 	people reach amicable resolution, conciliation involves more formal 	procedures than mediation.  The conciliator does not have the authority to impose a settlement, but speaks with parties separately​[77]​. Internationally instruments like the UN encourages States to resolve disputes 	between themselves using these methods the UN​[78]​ recognized that ADR techniques are becoming common in commercial practice.  

2.5.1 Advantages of  Mediation
Mediation maintains a high level of confidentiality in which parties are sure that whatever issues were addressed during mediations will not be used against them. Parties are in a position to choose a mediator they feel more comfortable around so as to avoid regulatory intervention. Further the Mediator is aware of the strengths and weakness of both disputants thus it is easy for him to suggest a better solution agreeable by both parties and finally enter an out of court settlement​[79]​.  

Mediation may preserve the long-term business relationships between the Disputants. Mediation runs on a much lower expense than court or regulatory adjudication thus working out to both parties advantage as it does not necessarily require counsels to be present like it would have been should the case be in the court of law. 

A good mediator will proceed with an “interest-based” rather than a “position-based” view of the issues in dispute. He or she will seek to explore the underlying incentives and financial, institutional, or personal grounds that might be the basis for reaching an agreement among the parties​[80]​. Mediation being voluntary provides a win-win situation more times then come up with an option that works for both parties leaving little or no room for grievances.  


2.5.2 Disadvantages of Mediation
The mediation process is subject to abuse by parties seeking to prolong a dispute. Some parties may use it to fish for information that might be relevant at another stage of a dispute resolution process and that might improve their position. 

Finally, successful mediation in the regulatory context can depend on the role of regulatory officials. Involving regulatory staff themselves as mediators, or having a neutral mediator report to the regulator, can discourage disputing parties from taking unreasonable positions during the mediation process. In some cases, however, involvement of regulatory staff may compromise the confidentiality of the dispute resolution process. Such confidentiality is a key element in the success of mediation.

2.8 Negotiation
Negotiation is a consensual process​[81]​ or discussion between two or more people solving disagreements, making a bargain and arrive at mutually agreeable solution​[82]​ Negotiations generally are held on a confidential basis​[83]​.ADR processes parties go through negotiation before reaching settlement stage in Negotiation   Parties look for possibilities of resolving dispute in their own without involving any third party.Negotiation is like a starting point for process of resolving dispute thus it has to be completed in reasonable time to avoid delaying the disputes​[84]​.
Negotiation may serve litigation costs, and time and is the best method to be applied in Telecommunication industry, it also helps parties to maintain business relationship. Negotiation was used in restructuring contracts, concessions and licenses of telecommunications operators between the government or regulatory authorities and the operator. Example is agreement between OECS​[85]​ and the dominant local operator, Cable and Wireless plc, to shorten the term of the original monopoly rights granted to the operator​[86]​.

2.9  Arbitration  
Arbitration is a decision of one or more persons, either with or without an umpire, a particular matter in difference between the parties​[87]​. It does not however, replace the ordinary judicial machinery in all its aspects​[88]​ arbitration perceived as substitution by consent of parties of a private tribunal for tribunals established by law​[89]​. 

The decision may be binding or non-binding, depending on whether it was the contractual terms that in case of a dispute they will go through arbitration. A good example of an Arbitration is the matter between Six Telecoms Company Limited and Vodacom Tanzania Limited the two interconnecting companies. ​[90]​In arbitration proceedings parties usually go through mediation just like other methods of settling disputes.  In Tanzania Telecommunication arbitration has not acquired great importance as in other jurisdictions.

2.7.1 Advantages of Arbitration
Arbitration as an extra-judicial organ has advantages of cheapness, speed and non-technical application of legal procedures. Much as arbitration is a parallel to ordinary judicial machinery, yet, the supervisory and enforcement powers of arbitration proceedings and awards respectively, remain with the court​[91]​.
First, since it is generally a private, thus confidentiality is guaranteed as opposing to open Court proceedings thus the fear of setting a negative precedent is diminished.  Moreover, with a desire to maintain existing commercial relationships, there often comes an increased willingness to reach a mutually acceptable compromise. 

2.7.2 Disadvantages of arbitration
A major weakness of arbitration is the limited powers the arbitral may exercise. Indeed, an arbitral must depend for its full effectiveness upon the underlying existing national system of law or Court of law.  

The power to require the attendance of witnesses, production of documents, enforcement of interim orders and awards. Such action must be taken indirectly through the machinery of local courts rather than directly as a judge or magistrate himself would do. Further that arbitration, by its nature, is a process in which a body of precedent is not built up that can be relied on, necessarily, in future cases. The feature of arbitration should be a factor taken into account in designing any ADR regime. 
Lastly the success of Arbitration depends much on the Competent and skills of an arbitrator to resolve telecom disputes and it is not disputable that a Telecommunication Arbitrator must be well conversant in Telecom Technical matters like interconnection, frequency management and ICT generally.

2.10 Court Adjudication
This is a formal legal process of settling telecommunication disputes by which a Judge or magistrate hear parties, reviews evidence and  law applicable and argumentation including legal reasoning set forth by opposing parties to come to a decision which determines rights and obligations between the parties involved​[92]​. 

The process involves two or more opposing parties, the Plaintiff who initiates the whole process by filing a plaint and the Defendant (s) on the other hand who is being sued by the Plaintiff.  The case has to go through different stages and procedures before the parties can be heard and judgment be pronounced by the Judge or umpire. Parties can appear themselves or most of the times they are being represented by Counsels who are qualified the law also provides that any aggrieved party may prefer an appeal within time set by the statutes. Although TCRA was established with the intention of solving all telecommunication disputes some of the parties still resort to court adjudication in solving their disputes a good example of such case is between Balbir Sing Ruprai and MIC.​[93]​

2.8.1 Advantages of Court Adjudication
Court Adjudication is said to be reliable and more efficient compared to other methods because The Judges and Magistrates reach certain decision after duly considering provisions of the law, precedent and traditional standard procedures. Procedures in Court premises is transparent, the Court procedures afford parties with chances to present their case, submissions and views affords parties opportunity to know the opponent’s case as well as to be able to examine and cross examine witnesses in a trial​[94]​.

Furthermore, the judicial personnel are qualified and knowledgeable, neutral and had no any interest in the matter hence it is more reliable. Nevertheless, that Court remains as more visible institution in settling disputes since it derives its authority from Constitution, law and precedents​[95]​.

2.8.2 Disadvantages of Court Adjudication
Court proceedings are time consuming and very costly due to adversarial procedures involved and time the same matter can be finalized by the Arbitrator in two month’s time while it can take years is court’s of law, the takes long time and costly to both parties.  In Tanzania for instance some of the Trials may take up to ten years in court. its applicability in Liberalized telecoms is still a challenge as telecoms disputes need to be resolved in remarkable speedy so as to cope with fast growing ICT. 
 2.11 Conclusion




LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR TELECOM DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN TANZANIA
3.1 Introduction
The Tanzanian National Telecommunications​[96]​ aimed at ensuring the accelerated development of an efficient telecommunication network that can provide an info-communications infrastructure and universal access to telecommunication services by all sectors of the national economy and segments of the population. To achieve the long term objective 1997-2020 to encourage investment by enhancing quality and reliability of Telecommunication services and networks will be pursued. The objective of the NTP was to establish Independent Regulator to monitor players in the Tanzanian competitive market while safeguarding the consumer’s interests.

Tanzanian Institutional framework comprises of the Government, Regulator and Operators. The NTP proposed Independent Regulator which is an Independent quasi-government body with functions to regulate and monitor telecommunication and foster competition through licensing of operators and franchise holders Regulator to  control the Telecom Industry. 

The regulator also need to set up by laws for dispute resolution and adjudicate over disputes that arises in the telecommunication sector so as to protect the interest of the consumers and service-providers of the telecoms sector. TCRA ​[97]​ is an independent regulator for the Postal, Broadcasting and Electronic Communications industries in the United Republic of Tanzania. The Act repealed the Tanzania Communications Act​[98]​. TCRA has effectively taken over the functions of the two defunct commissions; the former Tanzania Communications Commission and the Tanzania Broadcasting Commission. 

TCRA aims to creating a level playing field  Its role includes licensing and regulating the Postal services, Broadcasting services and Electronic Communications sectors in the United Republic of Tanzania, and power to resolve disputes. Dispute resolution mechanism under TCRA and recently EPOCA Act is categorized in two forms, Complaint from Consumers of Posts and Telecom goods and services and Complaint against the supplier of regulated goods or services.

3.2 Procedure and Timeframe of Dispute Settlement
First the Complainant is required to report the matter to the company, agency or to the respective service-provider whose services or products they are not satisfied with and if not satisfactorily resolve the problem or the Consumer has not been satisfied with the result or the Complainant did not get the attention it deserved​[99]​. 

The second step is to lodge the complaint to the Authority​[100]​ complaints brought by the consumer against the supplier of regulated goods or services to under the Authority can be lodged in specified form by three ways these are by Email available in TCRA Website​[101]​, Written complaint, phone and SMS, then the Consumer is required to file the claim to TCRA.
 
 TCRA personnel handling these disputes do not necessarily have legal background. TCRA will inquire over two issues, first satisfy itself that the Complainant has an interest in the matter to which the Complaint relates and secondly that complaint is not frivolous or vexatious​[102]​, then the Authority shall investigate the matter within 60 days​[103]​.  If aggrieved by the above decision the Complainant may appeal to the TCRA Internal Review Committee within 60 days​[104]​.  






3.2.1 The Communications (Consumer Protection)Regulations​[108]​

Guide the relationship between any service  provider and a consumer is governed by the contract for service between the under these Regulations, the law provide for preliminary stages which must be followed by any consumer who is aggrieved or dissatisfied by the series provided for by the telecommunication operator ​[109]​, Regulations 6 provides as follows:- 

	(1)     	All postal and electronic communication operators required to notify 		customers about the availability of consumer complaint procedures and 		have in place forms to be used for registering complaints.

       (2)    The Authority shall issue a complaint registration procedure and   forms as 
	         provided for in the Schedule to these Regulations which shall include 	         information listed under these regulations.
 
Rule 6 Sub-Rule 5, provides​[110]​ the Complainant will have to file his complaint to TCRA.  Where a customer who is dissatisfied with the licensee’s response provided under  sub-regulation (4), may also refer the complaint to the TCRA. 
Part II of the same Regulations​[111]​, provides for fair procedures of lodging complaint against any postal or Telecommunications operator subscriber/customer Also TCRA Act​[112]​ establishes Consumers Unit which shall receive and follow up complaints from consumers. In the Fair Competition Tribunal Case between Juma Mpuya versus Celtel Tanzania Limited​[113]​ Having dissatisfied he appealed against the decision of TCRA Complaint Committee claiming the respondent block his number. The Tribunal allowed the appeal and was satisfied that the Respondent’s were negligent hence granted a compensatory sum of 1.5 million.

TCRA has complied with Universal Service Directive requiring consumers to have access to transparent, simple and inexpensive out-of-court dispute resolution procedures. TCRA has successful settled several disputes between service providers and between consumers and service providers. 

3.2.2 Compliance Orders
TCRA is responsible for Telecommunication law enforcement. The law gives TCRA power to act suo motto once discovered and proved that there are reasonable grounds shows that certain condition has been contravened, or a person has committed or is likely to commit and offence section 45 of TCRA Act as amended by EPOCA. 

In doing so TCRA shall inform the Provider e.g.  TV Service Provider e.g. broadcasting channel, mobile phone operators or consumers and if necessary the Authority shall issue Compliance Order​[114]​ the order shall specify the alleged breach nature and shall specify time within which to act. e.g. Simcard registration, the Compliance order​[115]​ may be enforced as an order of the High Court(Section 45(4) of TCRA Act. Compliance orders samples are annexed at the end of this study.The Authority is also empowered to make Declarations​[116]​ on Particular goods or service on regulated goods, particular persons or class of persons particular activity in connection with regulated sectors also empowered to amend, review or revoke previous declarations made under this TCRA Act​[117]​.

The Law requires that before making any Declaration TCRA should furnish the Minister responsible for Telecommunication and Technology with a copy of the said Declaration so as to afford the Minister with opportunity to consult with TCRA and other sectors, within 20 days​[118]​.  VODACOM LTD Vs TCRA​[119]​  is an example where Compliance order was issued and challenged.   
   
 3.2.3 Appeals to the Fair Competition Tribunal 
The Fair Competition Tribunal consists of Chairman and six Members.  The President appoints the Chairman from among the judges of High Court of Tanzania after consultation with the Chief Justice.  He also appoints the six Members after consultation with the Attorney General by virtue of their knowledge and experience in industry, Commerce, economics, law and public administration. The Tribunal also has Management led by the Registrar which performs all day to day operational functions. The Tribunal entertains Appeals arising from unfair competition among suppliers of goods or services such as water, power or telecommunication utilities. 

Secondly, other Consumers of services who have suffered damage as a result of poor services rendered by a service provider​[120]​.Any person aggrieved by the decision of the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority, under these Regulations may, within 21 days of the receipt of the decision appeal to the Fair Competition Tribunal​[121]​. 

After hearing the appeal the Tribunal, basing on evidence and submission by the parties shall either dismiss the appeal in whole or part​[122]​. The law requires the FCT to start and finalize the appeal within 6 months, one of few cases that went through this panel  from Operator to FTC is the case of Juma Mpuya versus Celtel​[123]​ illustrated above, the case went through all staged of regulatory adjudication under TCRA.

It should be noted that the FTC Tribunal has been equated powers of the high Court this means it has some concurrent jurisdiction with the High Court. Within 14 days the Decision shall be filed to the Public register for Perusal and the execution can proceed accordingly. Appendice1 shows list of Telecommunication appeals that FCT has dealt with since its establishment.
 3.2.4 Appeal to the Court of Appeal of Tanzania
The last avenue for Telecom dispute is the Court of Appeal (CAT) However, the law under FCT and TCRA Act is not clear as to whether this right exist or not but from CAT of Appeal Rules of 1979 as amended in 2009 and Tribunal practice it may seem this right exist. The Tanzania Court of Appeal rules provides, 
		“CAT has exclusive powers and it deals with any appeal whether of Civil 		or Criminal matter, CAT has powers to confirm, reverse or vary the 		decision of the High Court or Tribunal or remit the proceedings to the 		High Court or Tribunal with such directions as may be appropriate or to 		order a new trial and make any necessary incidental or consequential 		orders including orders to cost  (emphasis added)​[124]​”

From these wording the researcher safely came into the conclusion that it CAT is vested with powers to entertain Appeals from FTC. Hence any person who is aggrieved by the decision of the FCT may file Notice of Appeal within 14 days after decision, within 60 days​[125]​ of the receipt of the decision of the Fair Competition Tribunal Lodge an Appeal to the Court of Appeal of Tanzania. Rule 83 (1) requires an aggrieved party to file notice of Appeal.

“Any person who desired to appeal to the Court of Appeal may lodge a       written notice in duplicate with the Registrar of the High Court.”
 In Citibank Tanzania Ltd. vs. TTCL, Tri Telecommunications (T) Ltd. and 3 others​[126]​ is one of the CAT’s Appeal where Telecommunication Service Providers were involved contesting the Court appointed Liquidator.Furthermore an aggrieved Party may file Revision to the CAT the revision has to be lodged within 60 days by filing the Notice of motion​[127]​ which shall state grounds of the application and it has to be supported by one or more affidavits of person having knowledge of facts​[128]​.  So far under Fair Competition Tribunal there was only one case where the aggrieved party filed revision in the Court of Appeal that is the case between VODACOM and TCRA​[129]​.

 3.3 An Overview of Alternative Dispute Resolution Internationally       
 3.3.1 International Legislations and Instruments         
 Internationally parties are increasing resort to international public and private bodies that provide ADR services for purposes of timely determination of their telecommunications disputes. Although court adjudication and regulatory adjudication are also applied simultaneously. 

Hereunder are some of international organizations that has done a remarkable progress in dispute resolution. UNCITRAL for instance Supports and Recognize the value for international trade of having methods for settling commercial disputes where a third person is requested to assist the parties to settle the dispute amicably. 

Further that UNCITRAL conciliation and mediation are increasingly used in commercial practice as an alternative to litigation; it further considered that the use of such dispute settlement methods results in significant benefits​[130]​.

3.3.2 World Trade Organization’s Dispute Settlement Body
World Trade Organization as one of the largest states Organization globally has also been active in ensuring dispute resolution under Telecommunications Regulators.  However its only Member states who can file their disputes in this Board, Members  are given priority it deserve due to the importance of telecommunication sector world-wide. To fulfill this task under WTO there are well established procedures for the resolution of disputes between member states. 

Through the Memorandum of Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes, this was under the Uruguay round of trade negotiations​[131]​. WTO Procedures of settling disputes provides that once one member state  requires that considers that another member is in breach of its obligations, The first procedure is to request for consultations from WTO then the requested Members are obliged to respond immediately to such a request and enter into consultations ‘in good faith’. Apart from the stated bilateral discussions, a party may request WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body to intervene through the exercise of ‘good offices, conciliation or mediation’.​[132]​ 
WTO also deals with International Trade Agreements it also provides online resolution of interstate trade disputes An example of the telecommunication dispute that reached the stage of formal proceedings 2000, is the dispute between the United States and Government of Mexico alleged that Mexico.

3.3.3 European Union
In European Union the Framework Directive​[133]​ provides that Member States may allow a national regulatory agency to decline to resolve a dispute where other mechanisms, including mediation, exist and would better contribute to resolution of the dispute in a timely manner. The Directive provides that in the event of a dispute arising in connection with the obligations arising under this Directive​[134]​ between undertakings providing electronic communications networks or services in a Member State the national regulatory authority concerned, shall, at the request of either party, issue a binding decision to resolve the dispute in the shortest possible time-frame and in any case within four months except in exceptional circumstances. 

The Member State concerned shall require that all parties co-operate fully with the national regulatory authority​[135]​.The procedure for settling disputes Within the EU, is not uniform just like in other jurisdictions, in jurisdictions like UK in Telecommunication disputes the procedure is clear although Mediation is preferred also OFCOM for instance provides category of disputes that can be resolved by the regulator and it expects parties to resolve through private dispute resolution.
 The Swedish regulator prefers mediation, while the Danish regulator, the National Telecommunications and IT Authority (NITA), has demonstrated skill and creativity in relying on informal dispute resolution mechanisms​[136]​.

3.3.4 Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR)
CEDR is another important non-profit Organization.  It is rather independent organ and gets supports from various multination businesses and professional bodies and public sectors, CEDR mission is to cut the cost of conflict CEDR main object is to develop effective business resolution mechanism, participated in promoting mediation into Judiciary, the Government itself and businesses, thus it ranks among the first category of institution offers excellence Training. 

CEDR’s mediation accreditation is recognized world-wide for its standard of excellence and CEDR’s continuing professional development scheme for mediators aims to ensure that the high standards set in the CEDR Mediator Training​[137]​.  CEDR’s offers not only dispute resolution services but also prevention service CEDR services are preferred as it reduces unnecessary costs that could have been incurred in Court adjudication through offering qualified and professional dispute resolution like Mediation and Arbitration to business entities world-wide. Colman J. once observed that “CEDR is one of the best known and most experienced dispute resolution service providers in this country.     It has over the last 12 years made a major contribution to the development of mediation services available to parties to disputes who need advice on both a choice of mediator and on appropriate procedures for mediation​[138]​”.Apart from the above service offered under CEDR the Center offers training and consultancy solutions using the foremost practitioners in the field​[139]​.

3.3.5 International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
ICC is the largest and most representative business organization in over 130 countries.  The chamber through its the International Court of Arbitration which is the largest private formed dispute resolution institution. The ICC is perhaps the aimed at promotion of open international trade and investment system in the market economy world-wide​[140]​.The ICC’s International Court of Arbitration offers dispute resolution in different methods including arbitration, Mini trial, conciliation and mediation exclusively by an autonomous bodies. 

The ICC’s Dispute settlement Bodies are Independent and deals with dispute resolution globally​[141]​.The ICC provides consultation to large organizations like UN. Lastly ICC offers training to different dispute resolution expertise like Arbitrators and Mediators​[142]​.


3.3.6 London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA)
The LCIA is a major international arbitration institution based in London.  It is regarded as one of the leading global forum for dispute resolution proceedings for al parties irrespective of their jurisdiction or Legal system​[143]​. The LCIA has established Arbitration Court for purposes of Alternative dispute resolution including Telecommunication disputes, The LCIA operates as an administrating body which oversees arbitrations. For LCIA to exercise its authority, the parties must first agreed to adopt LCIA rules or the parties have to agree to appoint the LCIA to administer an arbitration.  Apart from Arbitration which is the institution’s main focus the LCIA also deals with other ADR Mechanisms like Mediation and Conciliation​[144]​.

3.4 Conclusion
In Tanzania ADR is lagging behind while the developed world has gone far and established Online Arbitration like Resolution Arbitration and Mediation Centre (AMC) under World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) for purposes of providing online arbitration disputes, and deals with training Arbitrators and Mediators. Tanzanian situation is relatively different ADR in Telecom is least applied as there are very few institution that offers Mediation and Arbitration services the first is Construction Counsel and Commission for Mediation and Arbitration in Labour Disputes. None of these institutions has specialized in expertise in Telecoms Arbitration and Mediation this is one of the factor that hinders effective dispute resolution in Telecom sector.  Matters that could otherwise dealt with by Mediators and Arbitrators are still pending in Court or in the Regulatory adjudication. The Government and the Regulator should put emphasis on training Arbitrators and Mediators so as to speed dispute resolution in the telecom industry. 

Moreover, it should be noted that ADR procedures like Arbitration or Mediation generally can be slow or fast, there is no uniform rule of time fixed for such proceeding rather estimation only in India Mjirao observed that, In Pilkington vs.PPG, a patent infringement case took seven years of arbitration and sixteen million pounds in arbitrators’ fees.   Intel vs. AMD took over four years and 300 hearing days.  At the same time, under the Olympic Games arbitration scheme, eight cases in Atlanta and five in Nagaro were settled within twenty four hours and there was no appeal​[145]​. 

However, telecom matters which is the back-borne sector of the economy matters had to be decided as fast as possible so as to allow the provision of telecommunication services which are very vital, and delaying matters in adjudication may lead to stagnant economy due to fast developing Technology​[146]​.Lastly it is advised that International Telecoms Organizations like ITU and WTO, to establish and provide for list of telecoms dispute resolution experts competent to resolve disputes​[147]​

CHAPTER FOUR
         TCRA DISPUTE RESOLUTION ASSESSMENT 
4.1 An Overview of TCRA Dispute Resolution 
TCRA, is created by the statute ​[148]​ Authority is responsible for all Dispute Resolution in respect of Consumers, Interconnection, Licensing etc. There are multiple stages in appeal in telecom matters ​[149]​ In terms of Independent the Respondent thought TCRA’s Act confers full independence to TCRA in dispute Resolution because the efficiency of a dispute settlement mechanism depends on regulator’s structural and functional Independence. 

Government interference is still seen in matters like issuing of Compliance Orders, Declaration etc and they thought the Government should real insure that TCRA is full independent, e.g. TCRA is empowered to make Declarations, review, amend or revoke previous declaration only after consulting the Minister​[150]​ Most interviewed personnel thought that in dispute resolution TCRA is ranking at 70% out of 100% independent from the Government interference. In terms of efficacy this can be seen in the Consumer Complaint Most of cases are resolved within the 1st intervention this is nearly 80% out of 100%all Consumer Complaint. 

The study also found out that Consumer complaint concern very minor issues like voucher transfer, charges and money transfer failure Major issues like price and network coverage although are there Consumers awareness is still very low thus a many cases remain unreported. Matters that are appealed to Review Committee Although interviewed personnel thought the time is still above the two months Maximum period fixed under TCRA Act to arrive at Regulatory decision. Other matters apart from Consumer Complaints usually takes longer time to be completed may take up to four months to be completed, also and only 30%  of all matters where parties prefers appeal to the next stage.  

There is also TCRA Review Committee which is the second stage under the Authority general time frame for settlement of cases is within 60 days Maximum, but this is not always met due to cumbersome procedures during investigation, the graph below shows TCRA dispute resolution.

4.2 Appeals 
Upon interviewing FCT Officials the researcher found that FCT entertains Appeals from all regulated sectors, including Telecommunication TCRA Others include Transport SUMATRA, Energy and Water EWURA, Aviation TCAA, and FCC.  Most Cases that reach the FCT Appellate stage are those between Service providers and against TCRA as Regulator, the least appealed matters are from the Consumers, although few reach FCT appeal stage like Juma Mpuya Versus Celtel Case​[151]​.
Finally Appeals lies to Court of Appeal of Tanzania, The law provide for Appeal as matter of right, the study revealed that so far only one FCT Appeal case was challenged in the Court of Appeal.
Table 4.1:Complaints Received by TCRA From 2008-2011
Dispute Description	YEAR
	2010/11	2009/10	2008/2009
Total Complaints Received 	187	113	38
Amicably resolved on the 1st intervention	178	81	31
Went through  Investigation	Resolved within 90 days	9	11	6
	Resolved after 90 days 	       26	17	1
	Carried forward in following year	3	4	1
Appealed to TCRA Complaint Committee	                                     7
	

This table reflects the researcher’s response that most of the consumer disputes concerning minor complaints like credit transfer, sim card block rather than pricing or network complaints. 

This is between Mabibo Beer Wines and Spirits Limited Vs Lucas Malya trading as Baraka Stores​[152]​ Having dissatisfied by FCT decision the Applicant successfully filed Revision to CAT. Appendices A shows a list of Telecommunication Appeals entertained by FCT so far.
4.2  Success of Dispute Resolution under TCRA
Establishment of TCRA is a success to both Consumers and Service Providers at least now they have forum where their matters can be dealt with, Although TCRA was established in November 2003, the study found that  it is was until 2005 when dispute resolution actually  the services started. Enactment of EPOCA is a big success although regulations are not yet in place.	        Rules are important in guiding the statute application TCRA and the responsible Ministries​[153]​ should work to ensure this is achieved.​[154]​

Rules are very vital as far as dispute resolution under TCRA is concerned. Currently TCRA has joined Membership in a number of International Organization like ATU, SADC & ITU this is a recommendable step networking helps to update laws and procedure as well.  Consumer Complaint is handled at a remarkable speed this is recommendable effort although Consumer awareness is still very low more need to be done.

4.3 Challenges Facing Dispute Resolution under TCRA
Quite a number of telecommunication disputes are pending in Courts of Law some of which the researcher observed could have been easily tackled long time in ADR, It is proposed that the Civil procedure Code should be amended to give priority to telecom matters probably they should be handled under certificate of urgency.

2.Figure 4.1: Total Complaints Handled By TCRA To date

There are currently  very few less than five Arbitrators or Mediators qualified under this category of telecom disputes resolution, some few available applies their past experiences in arbitration to tackle complicated telecom matters like interconnection hence they end up without amicable solutions and the parties find themselves back in Court or in Regulatory adjudication. in Vodacom versus Sixtelcom where the parties decided to settle out of Court so as to maintain business relation after neither the arbitrator nor TCRA could give Tackle their interconnection  issues.
The study revealed further that the issue of jurisdiction with regard to Telecommunication Matters it is still not clear as to where such disputes need to be filed Whether it is the Courts of Law or  TCRA has exclusive Jurisdiction in matters relating to Telecommunication, Tanzania Communications (Consumer Protection) Regulations TCR,​[155]​ Provides that once a Consumer of Mobile telephony Services intend to sue the Service Provider say for breach and or privileged details of and concerning the Consumer. 

Then disputant will be required to file such claims under the TCRA Act, and Electronic and Postal Communications Act, 2009 EPOCA. These Acts makes clear that TCRA has jurisdiction in relationship between a customer and a telecommunication service provider duly licensed. Since this is typically a telecommunication matter. Regulation 6 of the TCR ​[156]​Provides that TCRA is the right forum to deal with this kind of dispute.  

This matter can also be tried in the High Court as Different Legislation confers Jurisdiction to it in that respect , once the jurisdiction is expressly provided in law no any other law can change that jurisdiction unless amended by Competent forum to whit Parliament of Tanzania.  This was not done the Parliament did was to confer jurisdiction to the (TCRA Act) and (EPOCA Act without amending previous laws that conferred exclusive jurisdiction to the High Court​[157]​. 

Also Judicature and Application of Laws Act,​[158]​ provides: The High Court shall have full jurisdiction in Civil and Criminal Matters, Sec 2 (3) provides “shall be exercised in conformity with the substance of the common law Doctrine of equity and statutes of general application in force in England on the 22nd day of July 1920​[159]​. 

Apart from that if one goes through Section 42(5) as amended by EPOCA​[160]​ provides for an Appeal once decision is made by TCRA. “(5) Any decision of the Authority in exercising regulatory powers granted under this Act shall be given effect to, whether or not the aggrieved party institute an action in a court of law, quasi judicial body or makes any further representations to the authority after decision is made“​[161]​. This simply means an aggrieved party may commence legal action in Court, this it   implies that these disputes will be endless. “Later the law provided for clear forum and vest full power to TCRA, the challenge is which the proper forum is for such Complaints.  

For instance in Balbir Sing vs MIC Tanzania Limited Another,​[162]​ Although the suit was founded on TCRA Act,​[163]​ The Court ruled that the High Court have such jurisdiction and it proceeded to try the case. In Tanzania the law gives TCRA to supervise all interconnection disputes in Telecommunication Industry, Regulation 17 provides Part III of the interconnection Regulations  
	 	 “Interconnection Agreement is a binding Contract  but it is only 	
    		enforceable in the manner and to the extent permitted by law”. 

TCRA Act requires parties to lodge the interconnection agreements to the TCRA before executing the agreement as well as require the parties to publish the interconnection agreements so as to cross-check its validity and whether they do not exceed the stated limit charges. This is to adhere to the requirement that Inter-connection price should be regulated. The problem is whether Tanzania Communication Act ​[164]​now EPOCA and TCRA act No 12 of 2003 and Interconnection Regulations, 2005.  Protect the freedom of contract in the interconnection agreements and interconnection charges, interconnection agreement is subject to law. 

The finding is that interconnection agreements and charges cannot be freely and independently negotiated and be binding upon interconnecting parties without being regulated by pertinent legislated acts Communication act and TCRA act parties failure to submit their interconnection agreement to TCRA for approval failure to which the agreement shall be declared null and void due to failure to  adhere to TCRA Interconnection legislation and  Determination No.1 of 2004 Parties will be  equally at fault ​[165]​. Refer to the Matter of Arbitration between Six Telecoms Company Limited and Vodacom Tanzania Limited​[166]​ The dispute concern interconnection agreements and charges Although the dispute was a billing dispute TCRA had appointed the Arbitrator to handle, finally both claims were not regarded as the arbitrator finding was that failure to adhere to TCRA requirements then their interconnection agreement were declared null and void.

The study revealed further that Lack of expertise in the telecom sector, and human resource available for dispute resolution and lack Telecommunication arbitration and Mediation institution​[167]​.  Also there are currently very few expertise, but it has also been observed that only four years ago when the sector started there were no any expertise at all, TCRA is encouraged to employ only people with renown expertise this will add efficiency in the whole Dispute resolution efforts. 

Also the Authority should concentrate on training the existing staff and in less than five years time they should have enough  expertise, This is more important than hiring expatriates who are very costly,  which is very costly, expatriates. TCRA also faces another problem where they are being sued in the course deciding matters, in Smart global against TCRA​[168]​ Smart Global sued TCRA for loss of business following failure to obtain a license as they formerly applied. The study found that sometimes TCRA wrongly Assumes Criminal jurisdiction under EPOCA and TCRA Act without being conferred such powers, TCRA sometimes issues criminal Orders, incase TCRA wants to   institute Criminal Proceedings against service provider or Consumers they should place the same in Government or Public Prosecutors unless TCRA intend to initiate private it under prosecution procedure refer the matter between ZANTEL Vs TCRA​[169]​.

Lastly TCRA has no library facilities and public register where public can access decided matters and authorities which are important researchers, disputants, lawyers, consumers and public at large, currently it is very cumbersome to search for records and other materials in TCRA. It is advised that TCRA should establish a library for purpose of developing Telecommunication sector general and speed up dispute resolution in particular.

4.4 Conclusion




RESEARCH FINDINGS, RECCOMENDATION AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Findings 
The study has revealed telecommunication dispute resolution is still a new concept hence efforts are currently underway to ensure timely and effective dispute resolution but that there are several reasons hindering its efficiency in Telecommunication matters although worldwide it has been proved that effective dispute resolution has direct impact on telecom and technological development as it result in both economic and social development and it does promote and encourages investment. The Findings of this study shall be discussed in length hereunder.

Although Tanzania liberalized its economy since 1993 then welcomed  investors and private ownership of  capital, from 1997 when the first private telephone operator was granted license to offer telecommunication followed by other service providers and reaching seven major telephone and value added service providers. This means the disputes has increased compared to very minimal disputes state monopoly era due to many service providers.

 However very little have been documented in the area of disputes resolution and it does not get the efforts it deserves keeping in mind that telecommunication is the backbone of any state’s economy, stakeholders are treating this issue as normal Formal dispute litigation and Regulatory bodies alone cannot be a solution to telecom disputes resolution, The Government and Judiciary should give this sector the emphasis it deserves. Also the law is not very clear as to where exactly to file telecommunication disputes, while TCRA has been given mandate to handle all dispute telecommunication disputes by the law i.e. TCRA Act No.12 of 2003, from the Consumers, Service-providers and its Appeal lies to Court practice has shown that disputants, courts of Law also have jurisdiction over telecommunication matters of any nature several times the Court matters have been attacked by objections as to whether they have power to handle such matters after TCRA’s establishment and if they have these power to what extent where does TCRA power ends and where court’s start. 

The researcher found that some disputants result to Court after they have been finalized the whole procedure under TCRA and Decision has been reached.  This is wastage of valuable time and the Government should amend laws to address this ambiguity. In addition the law provides for appeal as Constitutional right but when it comes to Appeal to the Court of Appeal of Tanzania, the process is very slow, therefore it is not a better form for telecommunication matters, for instance the appeal may take 6 months before the same is fixed for hearing, and it is not guarantee that it will actually be heard on the fixed date. 

On the other hand telecommunications matters need to be resolved faster this is a challenge which needs laws to be amended to expedite and give priority to Telecommunication disputes. This study has also revealed that Consumer disputes are lagging behind due to awareness, consumers should be sensitized and their claims should be attended to and they end up in the service providers have been charging to access customer care which is the right and the free lines are always busy, many complaints remain unattended from the first stage to the Service provider. This study has further revealed that dispute resolution lacks expertise especially when matter resort to court, Telecom matters are treated like normal matters which is wrong cause telecommunication is the backbone sector of country’s economy and the growth of that economy depends so much in telecommunication. 

The government should put emphasis on ADR as well as establish training institutions in respect of telecoms arbitrators, mediators and training to Judges, like the ACCC the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission which emphasized the importance of ADR to resolve telecommunications disputes. The fact that Telecommunications Dispute Resolution in Tanzania is at the infancy stage much need to be done to restructure e.g. later introduce online arbitration now is like a dream coz to majority internet is very expensive, we still believe seeing is believing. Still the sector has concentrated on Court adjudication which is timely and costs procedures, and the second common mode of settling Telecommunication disputes is through TCRA. 

Tanzania should learn from International experience from developed world that success of strategic economic sectors like Telecommunication is a result of ADR as alternative to Court and Regulatory Adjudication.  This is a challenge which our Leaders and Stakeholders should concentrate on and make efforts to encourage ADR as alternative to dispute resolution mechanism. TCRA as the regulator should promote and support ADR in Telecommunication sector.  ADR has proved to be the most fast and reliable solutions to Telecommunication Dispute Resolution because not only parties concede to amicably solutions but they are part and parcel of that decision. They often forego some of entitlements in order to find permanent solution 

The study has also revealed that there are problems in both practice and law for example a very useful law has been enacted since 2010 namely EPOCA Act, although the Regulator and other stakeholders have started applying this law but to-date Rules and Regulations guiding the application of that law is yet to be enacted, this makes its implementation  vague.

 Further that the law requires that after expiration of 3 years the President may appoint Members and Chairman of the Fair Competition Tribunal but in 2009 when the Body expired the President stayed for more than seven months without these appointment thus all appeals pending to FCT had to stay pending for all this time, due to the sensitivity of Telecommunication matters this was one of major drawbacks under FCT. Lastly Government interference  is still a problem the Regulator is not independent  as there is no division of regulatory responsibilities and Ministry responsibilities and Stakeholders, interferences removes independence for example before making declarations TCRA must consult the Government.  If the state wants to develop really independent need to be there to allow TCRA to make enforceable decisions.
The whole concept of Telecommunication Dispute resolution in Tanzania is still at the infancy stage, although it shows that the sector is still growing, the problems that the researcher has highlighted today may seem minor and have no major impact on the stakeholders and the Government today but in few years to come its effect shall be more vivid due to technological change of the Industry, With this background in mind, one can safely say that the Hypotheses of this study namely the efficacy of dispute resolution in telecommunication industry is at fault and has led to problems in this industry major ADR Mechanisms remains the Court and Regulatory adjudication, both of these methods end up in Court of Appeal. 

Courts of law have been too slow in determination of telecommunication cases thus they are not conducive forums for such cases Mechanism of Settling Disputes faces challenge due to lack of enough expertise in the sector. The law is still vague as to where the parties can file Telecommunication disputes.

5.2 Recommendations
Being a late comer in the telecommunication world Tanzanian is trying hard to cope with developed world, they are advised to check whether the new law or order to be implemented does fit to our stage of development and economic level, instead of adopting cut and paste method, several of disputes resulted from TCRA’s decision to order sim-cards registration was taken prematurely without considering manpower required, resources and without considering poor infrastructure to reach head-office for purposes of compiling sim-cards records on time. 
Policy-makers and the regulator Authority when issuing Compliance Orders and Public notice should consider the applicability of such orders in local environment, and avoid cut and paste approaches that do not match with Tanzanian environment. These disputes are a result of new interest clash with traditional interests, the Government should establish clearly hierarchy and provide clearer forum and law should be amended to provide straight-forward procedures for settling disputes and provide for ADR procedures as well. 

Consumer sector is lagging behind although it is one of TCRA’s objective to protect the interests of consumers, although consumer council established, it relies solely to TCRA consumer awareness is still a challenge.  More has to be done to raise awareness to know their rights and obligations. The Government should carefully scrutinize the mechanism of settling disputes and clearly provide for ones that qualify to be dealt with in TCRA and the ones that qualify to normal court adjudication so as to avoid confusion as to which is the right forum this will continue to waste time and resources under TCRA and those. 

The Government should also amend the National ICT policy of 2003 and the telecommunication policy of 1997 to cover present lacunas. The Government and TCRA Should establish telecommunication ADR Mediation and Arbitration institutions for purposes of training Arbitrators and Mediators in Tanzania.   This is very important at this time because Telecommunication sector is growing fast in Tanzania, only ten years back we had no any mobile telephone operators no service providers now we have more than seven and the number will increase soon. Also as the Telecommunication Service Operators increase together with TCRA’s issuance of convergence licenses and disputes will eventually increase.It is recommended that laws should often be amended because Tanzania has enacted new laws on telecommunication however most of these laws were enacted without repealing the existing laws. 

Some of Telecommunication legislation in Tanzania are those of a former colonial territory. The contents of the Ordinance and Rules are, to a large extent, an imitation of the legislation of either England or India.  Yet unlike other jurisdiction, they have remained unchanged ever since they were enacted. Efforts should be added to revise and improve Telecommunication laws so as to avoid controversy that these old law brought when applied.  A good example is the JALO 1920, while civil  laws in other areas like England and India had undergone substantive changes and improvements that of Tanzania has never been touched since the colonial era like recently the Government repealed Communication Act and replaced it with EPOCA, this a recommendable step. 

It is further proposed further that the Tanzanian Government should amend the telecommunication policy of 1997 and National ICT policy of 2003 so as to include the need to fast resolving Telecommunication disputes as well as it should aim at training dispute resolution personnel e.g. Mediators and Arbitrators.  Telecommunication disputes need to be resolved faster any delay usually have negative impact in the Telecommunication industry at large the Government should make sure that all personnel are appointed in time after the expiration of service terms e.g. in 2009 the Tribunal had to wait for seven months for the appointment because the President did not appoint presiding Judge and members thus disputes remained unattended.

Dispute resolution personnel and Committees should employ people with legal background so as to grasp and resolve disputes efficiently. Regulators and their staff are often ex-employees of the incumbent Telecommunications undertaking, simply because that represents the only source of staff with appropriate technical expertise.  

Internationally useful lessons can be drawn from experiences of developed world where the dispute resolution mechanism have developed to online dispute resolution​[170]​, here technological due to the introduction of convergence regulation now one can access internet in his finger tips through mobile internet although its only 10 percent of Tanzanians use this opportunity especially youths mostly for entertainment, social purpose, awareness is delaying and affordability. Internet is very expensive compared to developed countries while in comparison Tanzanian people are poorer than the counterparts. It is the researcher’s recommendation that large number of consumers complaints to the providers are remain unattended then TCRA should set mechanism for free customer care lines to be readily accessible as the paid lines.  Further that the free lines spend over ten minutes to explain which services are available before one can have access to customer-care personnel.Lastly TCRA should form mechanism to follow up or they should have direct contact with Customer Care Centers and cross-check how efficiently Consumer’s Complaints are being attended to, so as to find Dispute Avoidance should be applied e.g. issuance compliance Orders, opting for Arbitration which is speedy compared to Court or regulatory adjudication like in the Six Telecoms case against Vodacom.

5.3 Conclusion
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 TELECOMMUNICATION APPEAL CASES HANDLED BY THE FAIR COMPETITION TRIBUNAL SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT 2005
S/No.	APPEAL NO.	PARTIES	PARTICULARS OF APPEAL	DATE FILED	DATE OFDECISION	STATUS
1	Appeal 1/2007	JUMA M. MPUYAVS.CELETEL TANZANIA LTD	Appeal against the decision of TCRA awarding the appellant a total of TZS 510,000.00 instead of TZS 32,385,000.00 claimed	02/02/2007	20/03/2007	Judgment delivered
2	Appeal2/2007	VODACOM TANZANIAVS.TCRA	Appeal against interconnection determination charges.	31/12/2007	20/04/2010	Out of courtsettlement
3	Appeal3/2009	VODACOM TANZANIA VS.SIX TELECOMMS CO. LTD.	Appeal against the decision of  TCRA in the mater of Arbitration under the TCRA (INTERCONNECTION)	09/10/2009	03/05/2010	Withdrawn
4	Appeal6/2010	IRFAN M. DINANVS.ZANTEL & TCRA	Appeal against the decision with respect to general damages awarded to the appellant.	09/06/2010	10/12/2010	Out of tribunalsettlement
5	Appeal2/2011	VODACOM TANZANIAVS.TCRA	Appeal against the decision of TCRA with respect to selling activated SIM cards that are not registered.	23/03/2011		Out of tribunalsettlement
6	Appeal3/2011	MIC TANZANIA LTDVS.TCRA	Appeal against the decision of TRCA with respect to selling activated SIM cards that are not registered.	24/03/2011		Ruling
7	Appeal 4/2011	ZANTEL TANZANIA LTDVS.TCRA	Appeal against the decision of TCRA with respect to selling activated SIM cards that are not registered.	28/03/2011		Out of tribunalsettlement
8	Application1/2007	VODACOM TANZANIAVS.TCRA	Application for an order suspending operation of inter-connection determination pending hearing and final determination of the appeal.	31/12/2007	14/08/2008	Withdrawn without costs




















APPENDICE ‘B’                          
TABLE OF TCRA PENDING CASES IN WHICH TCRA HAS BEEN SUED
S/NO	          CASE CITATION 	                            CASE EXPLANATION/FACTS	REMARKS/STATUS
1	In the Court of Appeal of Tanzania at Dar Es SalaamCivil Appeal No. 23 of 2008Citibank Tanzania Limited               VersusLiquidator of Tritel & 4 Others	This is that the Court of Appeal allowed the applicant to file an filed by Citibank in the Court of Appeal of Tanzania against the Ruling by the High Court (Commercial Division) dated 12th June 2003 which nullified the Citi Bank’s Debenture with Tritel. The appeal was filed on 26th February 2008. 	no notice of hearing of the appeal has been issued.
2	In the High Court of Tanzania at Dar Es SalaamMisc. Civil Appl. No.187 of 2007 Vodacom (T) Limited             VersusTanzania Communications Regulatory Authority	This is an Application filed on 31st December 2007, by Vodacom (T) Limited requesting for an injunctive order to suspend the operation of the Interconnection Determination No. 2 issued in 2007 pending appeal in the Fair Competition tribunal.	The application was heard and ruling will be on notice.
3	In the Court of the Resident Magistrate of Dar Es Salaam at KisutuCivil Case No. 107 of 2006        Zaoma Limited                VersusTanzania Communications Regulatory Authority	Zaoma Limited won a tender to supply Diaries to TCRA. TCRA rejected the supplied Diaries as they were not made as per tender specifications and were supplied beyond the contractual delivery period. Zaoma Limited have gone to Court demanding specific performance of the contract and damages.	The matter was settled out of Court.
4	In the Court of the Resident Magistrate of Arusha at ArushaCriminal Case No. 361 of 2008United Republic of Tanzania                  Versus         Joachim Mmassi	Joachim Mmasi was charged in the Resident Magistrate of Arusha at Arusha for two counts; for failure to comply with the lawful Order of the Authority directing him to close the business of selling broadcasting apparatus broadcasting apparatus without a license and for operating business of importation and sale of broadcasting apparatus in Arusha without appropriate licence issued by the Authority. On 17th June 2008, the Resident Magistrates Court at Arusha acquitted the accused on the ground that the Broadcasting Services Act No. 6 1993 and TCRA Act No. 12 2003 do not apply to importers and sellers of broadcasting apparatus. The present matter is an appeal by the Republic against the acquittal. 	Judgement entered.
5	In the Court of the Resident Magistrate of Musoma at MusomaCriminal Case No. 510 of 2008Republic  	Vs 	Geofrey 			Kajanja	Geoffrey Kajanja is charged for two counts in the Court of the Resident Magistrate of Musoma at Musoma. One count is for failure to comply with the lawful Order of the Authority directing him to apply for a licence and another count is for operating electronic communication services (broadcasting by Cable transmission) in Musoma Municipality without appropriate licence issued by the Authority contrary.		The accused was convicted by the Musoma ResidentMagistrate Court.
6	In the District Court of Ilala District Misc. Civ. Appl.  No. 7 of 2007       Rehani Iddi Kigula                VersusTanzania Communic. Regulatory Authority	Kigula was a former employee of Tanzania Communications Commission whose services were terminated on disciplinary grounds. He filed the matter in Court and the Court ordered for reinstatement. On 15/11/2006 the employer decided to pay arrears and statutory compensation instead of reinstatement. Mr. Kigula signed a satisfaction voucher.  Kigula has referred the matter to the High Court for revision proceedings.	Kigula lost the judgment in the revision proceedings
7	In the Fair Competition Tribunal of Tanzania at Dar Es SalaamAppeal No. 2 of 2007Vodacom (T) Limited             Versus           TCRA	This is an appeal filed on 31st December 2007, by Vodacom (T) Limited in the Fair Competition Tribunal contesting against the TCRA Determination No.2 issued in 2007 regarding the interconnection rates for telecommunications network operators. 	Appeal 
8	MSC CIVIL CAUSE NO.  57 of 2010 Celtel Tanzania and 4 Others   Versus  TCRA	 The consortium of operators led by Celtel Tanzania Limited has opened a civil case against the Authority. The matter was based on issues SIMCARD REGISTRATION	Settled out of Court


















Hamis Mwinyijuma and Ambwene Yesaya Versus  MIC Tanzania Ltd. Civil Case No. 38 of 2011 Mobile service Provider, The Plaintiff sues Mic Limited for using their songs as RBT Ring Back Tunes without their Consent hence causing Loss of huge amount of money disturbance and also sues for Damages the Defendant denies liability and claim that they act as a conduit pipe to Cellular Tanzania Ltd and not the provider of such service thus they have no obligation to seek consent, 

Balbir Sing Ruprai vs MIC Tanzania Limited & Simon Kakoroza, High Court Civil Case No. 117 of 2007, An example of disputes between Service provider and Consumer of mobile service in  Tanzania Communications (Consumer Protection) Regulation GN No.271n of 2005, The suit was founded on TCRA Act, Tanzania Communications (Consumer Protection) Regulation GN No 271nof 2005 The Plaintiff claims damages  to the tune of 5,000,000,000 and interests for breach of duty of secrecy/non closure of confidential information and or privileged details of and concerning the Plaintiff, the Defendant disclosed information, transactions, mobile phone conversation, sms, Plaintiff claimed there was breach of duty of secrecy, The issue was whether the High Court has jurisdiction to deal with such Telecommunication matter between customer –service provider disputes.

The Matter of Arbitration between Sixtelecoms Company Limited and Vodacom Tanzania Limited the two interconnecting companies initiated these proceedings under Regulation 17 of Tanzania Communications (Interconnection) Regulations, 2005, The dispute concern interconnection agreements and interconnection charges TCRA appointed the Arbitrator Although the dispute was a billing dispute TCRA had appointed the Arbitrator although at the end both claims were not regarded as the 

Commercial Case No. 1 of 2011Between MIC Tanzania Ltd and ZANTEL Ltd. Larger mobile service provider in Zanzibar  In this case Mic T Ltd. Claims for TShs.3,419,916,523.69  as costs for unpaid value added Tax for interconnection charges Services provided by the Plaintiff to the Defendant. The Defendant denies liability claiming that they are not entitled to pay the said Value Added Tax although the Plaintiff opted to file this matter to Commercial Court instead of Arbitration  because in Tanzania Commercial Court objective is to settle a dispute within the shortest time as possible.

High Court, Celtel Tanzania Ltd and others versus TCRA, Miscellaneous Civil cause No 57 of 2010,  In 2009 TCRA issued a public notice on the Mandatory requirement of Simcard registration to all pre paid and post paid customers by Early 2010 this led to TCRA being sued by several mobile operators in probably following increased crime and the need to cope up with worldwide mobile service providers and following amendments in Regulatory legislations all  EPOCA which repealed and replace the Communication Act Cap 302 RE of 2002, under sec 131 it is an offence to use unregistered simcard knowingly  fine 5000, or 3 moths jail still very cheap fine. Communication Section Mobile Service provider to make sure they register their customers, major Telephone service providers objected due to fear of loosing business and filed this case, praying inter-alia leave to apply for orders of Certiorari and Mandamus  to move the High Court to quash the order or decision of TCRA to block the detachable or unregistered simcard by 30th June 2010, as the Order is ultra vires and will cause loss of business , costs of registration etc. However on July 2010 the Parties reached an out of Court Settlement.

In the High Court of Tanzania at Dar Es Salaam Misc. Civil Appl. No.187 of 2007, Vodacom (T) Limited Versus Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority This is an Application filed on 31st December 2007, by Vodacom (T) Limited requesting for an injunctive order to suspend the operation of the Interconnection Determination No. 2 issued in 2007 pending appeal in the Fair Competition tribunal.

In the case of Guru Engineering Works Limited Versus Coast Region Co-operative Union Civil Case No. 320 of 1996 unreported, Mediation was conducted successfully and consent settlement order was recorded on 12th August 1999.  However later the court was satisfied that the persons who appeared at the mediation had no authority to act for the applicant thus the Court set aside the consent settlement order and ordered Mediation to proceed afresh.  
FTC Appeal No.6 of 2010, Irfan M Dinani vs Zantel& TCRA Consumer Complaint against Zantel Mobile Service The Complainant sued ZANTEL for poor customer services i.e regarding his mobile phone, he was aggrieved by TCRA’s decision, and Appealed against the decision with respect to general damages awarded to the appellant.

FCT Appeal No 2 of 2011 VODACOM  LTD Vs TCRA, is an example  where Compliance order was issued and challenged. Following  Government enactment of EPOCA, Act No. 3 of 2010 in June, 2010 which provides for the requirement of mandatory subscriber registration, under Section 45 of TCRA Act TCRA issued Compliance order against VODACOM Tanzania Ltd in that respect, Having been dissatisfied with that order VODACOM Appealed to Fair Competition Tribunal against TCRA’s argument included the fact that time given to Complete the exercise was very short, and compliance order premature, they will incur loss and further that permitting thus the Compliance Order is unfair.  However parties opted for Settlement out of Tribunal.

Cable and wireless (Dominica) Ltd Versus Marpin Telecoms and Broadcasting Co. Ltd (2001)1W.L.R. 1123 His Lordship observed that some significance hindrance to freedom of communication is normal and in this instance inevitable if there exists statutory monopoly to control means of communication as important in the world of today as the telephone.  Although the matter was of early termination of monopoly rights, it was resolved through negotiated agreement.  The same was reached not only in Dominica but also in Jamaica, Info channel Versus CWJ where the Court of Appeal found that freedom of expression of Info channel and another had been violated, the Court further quashed the provision of Telecommunication Act that provided for the phased transition to liberalization on the ground that these provisions violated freedom of expression.

Another example of the telecommunication dispute that reached the stage of formal proceedings 2000 under WTO, is the dispute between the United States and Government of Mexico alleged that Mexico. had failed to maintain legal measures necessary to allow suppliers from other States Mexico Government has first failed to require a major supplier to provide ‘interconnection on terms, condition and cost-oriented rates that are reasonable’ in breach of section 2 of the Reference Paper, secondly Mexico Government has failed to maintain appropriate measures to prevent Telmex from engaging in anti-competitive conduct in breach of section 1 of the Reference Paper, and finally had (iii) failed to ensure access to it PTN on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, section 5 of the Reference Paper. USA issued a request for consultations with the Government of Mexico as required by WTO procedures alleging a breach of its scheduled commitments, based on the assertion that Mexico’s International Long Distance Rules were inconsistent with its Reference Paper commitment.


“APPENDICE  D” SAMPLES OF COMPLIANCE ORDERS
  THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY

To: Managing Director
      Radio Neema FM 
      P.O Box 1215,
      IRINGA
COMPLIANCE ORDER

(Made pursuant to Section 45 of the Tanzania 
Communications Regulatory Authority Act, No. 12 of 2003)

TAKE NOTICE THAT this Order is hereby issued by the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (herein after referred to as the “Authority”) directing you to stop immediately dealing in broadcasting services.

TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that you are required to appear before the Authority at Dar es Salaam TCRA Headquarters on Tuesday 28th September, 2008 at 11.00 am to show cause why legal action should not be taken against your company for refusal to comply with the direction lawfully given to you by the Authority contrary to sections 11and section 24 1 (c) and (g) of the Broadcasting services Act, 1993.
Should you fail, neglect or refuse to comply with this Order, the Authority will proceed to take legal action against you without any further notice and at your own risk as to costs and consequences of the legal action.
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